
15-410, Spring 2023, Homework Assignment 1.

Due Wednesday, March 1, 20:59:59

Please observe the non-standard submission time, which is not midnight. As we intend to
make solutions available on the web site promptly thereafter for exam-study purposes, please turn your
solutions in on time.

Homework must be submitted in either PostScript or PDF format (not: Microsoft Word, Word Perfect,
Apple Works, LaTeX, XyWrite, WordStar, etc.). Submit your answers by placing them in the appropri-
ate hand-in directory, e.g., /afs/cs.cmu.edu/academic/class/15410-s23-users/$USER/hw1/$USER.ps or
/afs/cs.cmu.edu/academic/class/15410-s23-users/$USER/hw1/$USER.pdf. A plain text file (.text or
.txt) is also acceptable, though it must conform to Unix expectations, meaning lines of no more than 120
characters separated by newline characters (note that this is not the Windows convention or the MacOS
convention). Please avoid creative filenames such as hw1/my 15-410 homework.PdF.

1 Chefs (4 pts.)

Jamie, Raff, and Morgan are chefs in a single kitchen. They cook with knives, bowls, and woks. The
maximum number of each item needed by each chef is shown in the following table.

Chef Knives Bowls Woks
Jamie 1 2 3
Raff 3 2 1
Morgan 2 2 2

Imagine that the kitchen contains 4 knives, 4 bowls, and 4 woks.

Imagine the system is in the state depicted below. List one request which the system should grant right
away, and one request which the system should react to by blocking the process making the request. Briefly
justify each of your answers. If you can, arrange for both of your answers to involve the same resource
request, but made by two different chefs.

Chef Knives Bowls Woks
Jamie 1 2 1
Raff 1 0 1
Morgan 1 2 1
Available 1 0 1
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2 Alerting threads (6 pts.)

Consider the “Sim Ciy disaster daemon” as depicted in code found on slides 19–21 of the “Synchroniza-
tion #3” lecture.

2.1 2 pts

Assume for the moment that everything works out the way it is expected to. How many times would the
“San Francisco ‘Big One’ disaster daemon” be expected to invoke cond wait() in order to reach April 18,
1906? Consider only cond wait() calls specifying the year, month, and day condition variables, i.e., ignore
hours. Briefly summarize the thinking behind your answer.

2.2 1 pt

Likewise, how many invocations of cond wait() would we expect if, on January 1, 1900, we begin waiting
for the moon landing occurring on July 20, 1969?

2.3 7 pts

Unfortunately—as mentioned on the slides—that code isn’t really correct. One problem is that it assumes
that all threads awakened by every cond broadcast() run quickly, meaning before the next cond broadcast()

occurs on any of the calendrical condition variables. But it could happen that a thread, after being awakened,
takes “a while” to run, and it could also happen that one cond broadcast() might happen fairly quickly
after another.

Use the tabular trace format found in the lecture slides to show how the earthquake disaster daemon
could find itself wreaking havoc in the wrong month. Please be sure that your trace is clear and conclusive
(otherwise your answer will not receive full credit). You may use more or fewer lines or columns than are
provided in this sample table. You may change the column headings if you wish. You may abbreviate the
names of the condition variables down to “y,” “m,” and “d” (clear, unambiguous abbreviation is fine on
exams too). To make your trace shorter, you may wish to start at some date other than January 1, 1900. If
so, be sure to specify which starting date you are using. It is acceptable to leave out parts of long repeating
sequences as long as the result is clear and unambiguous.

Execution Trace
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